TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
You will say: “This is yet another testimonial letter”.
And truly, if they are so many, there is a REAL reason to it.
It looks as simple as this; however it goes beyond the facts.
I moved to Australia in 1983 from France, worked hard, and never
thought investment would be that easy and rewarding, as it is
DEFINITLY NOT the case in France (so many hurdles and investors
penalising laws there, seems like a national sport greater than Tour de
France, ). But with Glen, it is like winning at l’Alpe d’Huez, with a roar
like a soccer stadium packed with 90,000 soccer-fans!!! TRUE!!!
Glen gave us a great sense of success!!! 

GLEN was introduced to us by my accountant, surprised I never
considered this.
Since then, when we purchased our property in 2000 in Springfield
Lakes, and after 23 years in Australia (since 1983), I took a position
back in Europe.
And even though I am not benefiting anymore from any negative
gearing, simply 12 years later we are breaking even.
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To “break even” for this type of investment would take twice the time as
this in France.
I wish I could reach out to all angry French people wondering how they
could do better with their investment capabilities.
The first time we met him, we were impressed with his kindness to
explain everything that is TO DO, but also (rare) what NOT TO DO.
Glen has many valuable connections to find the best solution in land
purchase, right through to the completion of the construction.
He also provided proper real estate agent with the same dedication to
handle properties, even for people abroad.
The service we have with our real estate is top-notch and this… thanks
to Glen that keeps the same human quality with anyone going on
business with him.
We are very happy for this investment!
We have no hesitation to recommend him to anyone looking for securing
additional retirement revenue. Glen property investment is in
Queensland only.
GLEN excels in this know-how, both with people, and solutions choices.
I am not exaggerating!
THANK YOU GLEN!
“I’LL BE BACK…”
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Yours Sincerely,
Véronique and Jean-Louis
Friday, 19-July-2013 Aix-en-Provence, France
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